Abstract: A scheme for WSNs(wireless sensor networks) security is given by dividing sensing circle into sections and using the symmetric polynomials in this paper. Ordinary sensor nodes and heterogeneous sensor nodes are distributed in the circle equally. The keys among sensor nodes are established by utilizing symmetric polynomials. Analysis and comparison demonstrate this scheme enhances the WSN security.
Introduction
A lot of sensors that are connected through a wireless transmission medium compose wireless sensor networks. In wireless sensor networks, sensors have limited resources, including limited memory, limited calculating capacity, lower communication power, and so on. Even so, wireless sensor networks have various applications in industry, agriculture, traffic, buildings and so on. In many cases, wireless sensor networks are distributed in unfriendly, even antagonistic surroundings. Therefore, wireless sensor networks are easily exposed to various malicious attacks, and in the same time, wireless sensor networks are limited ability to defense those assaults [1] . Ensuring the wireless sensor networks secure is a valuable and difficult issue. Liu D and Ning [2] gave a common frame for polynomial pool-based pairwise key predistribution and two possible key predistribution schemes, namely, random subset assignment and grid-based schemes. [3] , which is an improved version of the [2] , employed a pool consisting of multiple random bivariate polynomials. [3] enhanced the scalability and security of WSNs compared with [2] . This paper presents a key management strategy based on symmetric polynomials. Analysis and comparison show that this scheme enhances the resilience of WSNs. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section two, pairwise key establishment is given. Performance analysis for WSNs is given in the section three. The conclusion of this paper is in section four.
Location-based pairwise key establishment
Sensing circle division and sensor distribution In this paper, the sensing area is a circle denoted as S and the nodes are equally distributed in S . The sensing circle in the wireless sensor networks is divided into mn × sections. In the Fig.1 , there are numerous concentric circles and the radius of the minimum circle is r , the radius of the secondary minimum circle is 2r , L , the radius of the largest circle is nr . All those concentric circles are divided into m sectors equally. The sector OMM m− be denoted as (1)(1)(1) (5) In order to compute a shared key, node η takes q µ as the input and computes () fq ηµ and node µ takes q η as the input and computes () fq µη through using the equation (5). Due to the polynomial symmetry, both nodes compute the same shared key. Generally, two heterogeneous sensors η and µ in the same ring can establish shared key ()() kfqfq ηµηµµη == .
In the same way, if 21 (21) mmm γγ −=≤≤− , those sections are not close and mod MMMM mnmnmnmn −++− . So, we can obtain that all hetereogeneous sensor nodes not in the same grid but in the same concentric ring can establish their shared keys.
Without loss of generality, heterogeneous nodes not in the same grid but in the same sector, section '''' 1111 (1)(1) (1) MMMM mnmnmnmn −++− . Therefore, we can obtain that all hetereogeneous sensor nodes not in the same grid but in the same sector or in the same concentric circles can establish their shared keys. Additionaly, all ordinary sensors and hetereogeneous sensors in a certain grid can set up secure keys. So, all ordinary sensor nodes and hetereogenous sensor nodes in whole sensing circle can establish their shared keys.
Security analysis for WSNs
In one certain cell, any two sensor nodes, including ordinary sensors and hetereogenous sensors, share common key. From the polynomial employed, it is more difficult to compromise the key in this paper than in the paper [5] . Moreover, if a sensor is compromised in a certain grid, it can not reveal any information of sensors in other grids. Therefore, this scheme is more secure than those which do not employ grid methods. Those hetereogeneous sensors have more than one keys by which they establish secure connection. So, in order to enhance the WSNs security, through using those keys this strategy can obtain more complex keys. Those hetereogeneous sensors set up their secure connection by utilizing those more complex keys.
Conclusion
The sensing circle consists of a number of sections. The ordinary sensor nodes and hetereogeneous sensor nodes are distributed and establish their pairwise keys by using symmetric polynomial. This scheme is resilient to compromised node attack, and has good network connectivity.
